
Rotary gas meters

Rotary gas meters from ZENNER are volumetric gas meters, which ope-

rate on the principle of displacement. Two counter-rotating, intermeshing 

precise and specially shaped rotors form meshing in four measuring cham-

bers with a straight defined volume.

The rotation of the gearing is transmitted via a magnetic coupling to the 

counter for the conversion of the measured speed in the actual flowrate.

The volume of the medium flowing through the measuring chambers is 

proportional to the number of the rotations of the pistons. Rotary meters 

are especially characterized by high precision and optimum start-up beha-

viour.

As displacement meters the rotary gas meters are resistant against flow 

disturbances and therefore require no inlet- or outlet-distance. Rotary gas 

meters can be used in the high pressure area, so they are primarily used 

in commercial and industrial applications.
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Rotary gas meters

Intelligent gas meters with IC-card or wireless transmission

The intelligent gas meter installs an additional IC card or wireless remote 

control on the basal gas meter to achieve the function of pre-payment 

charge and control. 

It has the advantage on high accuracy, wild measuring range, low pres-

sure loss, easy installation, antisepsis, safety and long working life. It is 

widely used for the measuring of various gas media and offers a perfect 

performance on the working conditions of factories, hotels, restaurants, 

hospitals, scientific research organizations and other applications. 

The IC card or wireless remote transmission supports the function of pre-

paid gas controlling, preventing gas coemption, anti-magnet, overdraft and 

alarm. On the basal meter a mechanical counter, a LCD or an intelligent 

calculator for reading can be installed. The intelligent calculator collects 

the information of flow, temperature and pressure and compensates the 

errors automatically to ensure the gas meter working smart.

Sizes:

DN 25 to DN 250

Gasmedia:

   Natural gas

   Town gas

   Biogas

   Liquid gas

   Methane gas

Performance characteristics

Patented valve closed within 2 seconds under high load conditions

Low pressure loss

Smart working pressure up to 0.8 MPa

Compatible with many meters and diameters from DN25 to DN250

Compatible software for gas selling and IC-card control

Remote monitor for gas meter control - compatible with AMR-system

Material:

Aluminum alloy

Diaphragm gas meters Rotary Gas Meters
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AMR Technology Gas-detectors

DN25 DN40 DN50 DN80 DN100 DN150 DN200

Working pressure Mpa ≤ 0,4
Working temperature °C -10 to 50
Admit humidity ≤ 93%
Display type LCD
Power supply 7.2V litium battery
Valve type External ball valve or pilot diaphragm valve
Admit meter type Rotameter, turbine meter, swirlmeter

Technical data industrial rotary gas meters
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